Hospice & Palliative Medicine Fellowship Program

Detroit Medical Center/Wayne State University
Department of Internal Medicine
4201 St. Antoine, Suite UHC-5C.
Detroit, MI 48201
Detroit Medical Center

- Leading academically integrated system in metropolitan Detroit
- Largest health care provider in southeast Michigan
- Has more than 2,000 licensed beds and 3,000 affiliated physicians.
- Nationally recognized medical experts
- Hundreds of DMC doctors are included in the list of America’s Best Doctors™ every year
- A reputation for excellence draws patients to world-class programs

http://www.dmc.org
DMC Facilities

- DMC Children’s Hospital of Michigan,
- DMC Detroit Receiving Hospital,
- DMC Harper University Hospital,
- DMC Huron Valley–Sinai Hospital,
- DMC Hutzel Women’s Hospital,
- DMC Rehabilitation Institute of Michigan,
- DMC Sinai–Grace Hospital
- DMC Surgery Hospital
- In Partnership: The Barbara Ann Karmanos Cancer Center,
- In Partnership: Kresge Eye Institute
Wayne State University
School of Medicine

- Founded in 1868
- Largest single-campus medical school in the nation with more than 1,000 medical students
- In addition to undergraduate medical education, the school offers master’s degree, Ph.D. and M.D.–Ph.D. programs in 14 areas of basic science to about 400 students annually
- As the only medical school in Detroit, WSU has a stated mission to improve the overall health of the community.
Program Rotations

- 4 weeks – John D. Dingel VA Hospital and Medical Center
- 8 weeks – Detroit Receiving Hospital, Harper University Hospital/Karmanos Cancer Center Consults
- 8 weeks – Hospice of Michigan
- 4 weeks – Angela Hospice
- 4 weeks – University Health Center Clinics
- 4 weeks – Children’s Hospital of Michigan/Kaleidoscope Kids
- 4 weeks – Sinai–Grace Hospital
- 4 weeks – Elective
WSU Shiffman Medical Library
Richard J. Mazurek, M.D.,
Medical Education Commons
Academic Curriculum

- Didactics
- Continuing Medical Education Lectures
- Journal Club
- Educational Conferences – both locally and nationally
Program Administration

Kevin McDonald, MD
Program Director
John D. Dingel VA Hospital

Renata Osko, MBA, HCM
Program Coordinator
Faculty Members

Kevin McDonald, MD
Program Director
John D. Dingel VA Hospital

Robert Zalenski, MD
Sinai–Grace Hospital

Michael Stellini, MD, MS
DRH, HUH, KCI

Nadia Tremonti, MD
Children’s Hospital of Michigan

Evan Fonger, MD
Hospice of Michigan

James Boal, MD
Angela Hospice
Benefits

- Health Insurance
- Dental insurance
- Long-term disability insurance
- Liability insurance
- Paid renewal course Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS)
- Educational Stipend $3,500
  - Debit cards

www.dmc.org/gme
Community

- City's cultural center, which includes
  - Detroit Institute of Art
  - Detroit Historical Museum
  - Museum of African–American Art
- Detroit's theater district
  - Music Hall
  - Fox Theater
  - Michigan Opera Theater
  - Fisher Theater
  - Masonic Temple
  - Second City.
- Orchestra Hall, home of the renowned Detroit Symphony Orchestra is adjacent to RIM and the DMC.
- Sports fans and food connoisseurs can rest easy. Detroit has four major league sports teams and a diverse assortment of five-star restaurants. Many people find Detroit to be an exciting and safe place to live, work and play.
Helpful Websites:

- DMC–GME website
- Fellowship website
- Detroit History
- Detroit Metro Visitor Bureau
- Midtown Detroit Living
- University Cultural Center Association
- Visit Detroit
- Places to Go in Michigan
Great Place to Work & Play